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Library & University 
Collections

• 35,000 students (2020)

• Main Library, sites and Collections 
Facility

• 2m+ physical volumes; 1.6m+ 
electronic resources

• Integrated Centre for Research 
Collections (Rare Books, Archives 
and Museums)

• DCMI institutional member since 
2017
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Doctoral Thesis
Collections

• ‘Attic’ collection (MD), 1726 – ca. 1830; 
3,500 pamphlets catalogued to DCRM(B)

• ‘Early Thesis’ collection (MD), 1830 –
1880; ca. 1,200 hand-written
manuscripts, recorded on paper 
catalogues

• Modern thesis collection, 1880s –

• Typeset physical and electronic, partially 
catalogued on Alma and ERA; move to all 
subject areas



Modern Thesis 
Collection

• To 2005, submission of 2x typeset and 
bound physical copies

• 2005 – 2020 1x physical and 1x electronic 
copy

• Ca. 8,000 electronic theses deposited and 
catalogued in ERA 2008 to 2020/2021

• 2014 – cataloguing of print copies 
discontinued

• 2020 – deposit of physical copy no longer 
required
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Digitisation Team:
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and scanning (PDF 

images)
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Researchers and 
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Thesis Digitisation and 
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2016 - 2018
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Figures from EThOS, Sept. 2021



Who Was the Author? Authority Control, 
Identifiers and Wikipedia Editing

• 30-40% of 20th Century PhD authors identified in LCNAF

• Use of broader range of identity management initiatives 
– ISNI, VIAF ORCID and WikiData

• Adopted Alma catalogue as source of canonical metadata 
- simple procedures for recording PIDS

• Add links to Wikipedia pages back to ERA thesis

• Upgrade stub pages and create new pages
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Future Work and Issues

• Objective of uploading data sets to Wikidata with 
identifiers for creators and subjects

• ERA and Alma not in alignment – options for automation 
and overlay?

• Better use of subject vocabularies – FAST and subject 
specific

• Older theses often rich in potential for graph data, but 
issues of Latin text and palaeography skills
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Thank you!

Alasdair.MacDonald@ed.ac.uk


